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Abstract. Scanning process usually degrades digital documents due to
the contents of the backside of the scanned manuscript. This is often
because of the show-through eﬀect, i.e. the backside image that interferes
with the main front side picture mainly due to the intrinsic transparency
of the paper used for printing or writing.
In this paper, we ﬁrst use one of Non-negative Matrix Factorization
(NMF) methods for canceling show-through phenomenon. Then, nonlinearity of show-through eﬀect is included by changing the cost function used in this method. Simulation results show that this proposed
algorithm can remove show-through eﬀectively.

1

Introduction

In this paper, we are going to consider one of the most common degradations,
called show-through usually appearing in ancient documents which are written
or printed on both sides of the page. Show-through is an undesired appearance
of a printed image or text of the reverse side of the paper which can signiﬁcantly
degrade the readability of the document.
Several approaches for show-through reduction have been already investigated. Some authors have used only one side of the document and they have tried
to distinguish show-through from foreground image by using various features in
document and presented show-through removal techniques [1]. Although these
methods certainly perform better than simple thresholding, there is no way to
unambiguously diﬀerentiate foreground from show-through without comparing
both sides of the document. In [2], authors process both sides of the document simultaneously, in order to identify regions that are mainly show-though,
and replace them by an estimate of the background. Most of these works have
the drawback that they can only be used with texts or handwritings. Interests
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in applying Blind Source Separation (BSS) algorithms for solving this problem
have been increased noticeably nowadays. In [3,4], authors modeled the showthrough eﬀect as a superimposition of back and front sides printed images. Then,
by assuming that the scanned front side image (corrupted by backside) and the
scanned back side image (corrupted by front side) are linear mixtures of the
independent front and back sides images, they used BSS techniques for estimating the pure sources. Tonazzini et al. in [5] represent an eﬀective method for
removing show-through in color images by using only one side of the paper.
One of the most disadvantages of these methods in spite of their good results
is that the results are not perfect especially in regions where the images of the
front and back sides of the paper have overlaps and the front side’s image is
near to black. In such regions, the recovered front image is whiter than other
sections where there is no overlap. The main reason of having poor results in
these areas is that show-through is in fact a nonlinear phenomenon as illustrated
in [6,7]. Sharma in [8] considered a nonlinear model for this phenomenon and
proposed to compensate this eﬀect by using adaptive ﬁlters. Almeida suggested
in [9] MISEP method based on Multi-Layer Perceptron networks for separating real-word nonlinear image mixtures. The main drawback of using MISEP
or other universal nonlinear networks for BSS is the separability issue: the ICA
does not lead necessarily to BSS using such networks. In addition to BSS techniques, wavelet-based method has also been recently proposed for separation of
nonlinear show-through and bleed-through image mixtures [10].
In this paper, we ﬁrst consider linear mixing model for show-through and use
one of non-negative matrix factorization methods for separating the pure sources.
Then, by performing simple simulations, we show that using linear model for
show-through is not correct. Therefore, non-linearity of show-through is included
in our method by changing the cost function used in selected NMF algorithm.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we assume linear model for
show-through and use NMF for its removal. Section 3 describes a procedure of
modifying the selected NMF algorithm for taking into account non-linearity of
show-through. Finally, a few experimental results with real printed or manuscript
documents are presented in Section 4, before conclusions and perspectives in
Section 5.

2

Modeling Show-through as a Linear Phenomenon and
Using NMF for Separating the Sources

In this section, assuming that show-through is a linear phenomenon, we will try
to apply NMF to this particular application as another method for separating
the sources and decreasing the degradation caused by show-through.
Let vectors s1 and s2 be the front side and backside pure images written
or printed on sides of the paper respectively, and vectors x1 and x2 be the
scanned images of sides of the paper. Note that these vectors are obtained by
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concatenating rows of the corresponding image matrixes. Then, assuming the
show-through is linear, we have
  
  
x
a a
s
X = 1 = 11 12 × 1 = AS.
(1)
x2
a21 a22
s2
If the size of images obtained through the scanning process is m × n, the size
of vectors s1 , s2 , x1 and x2 will be 1 × mn. Here, the objective is to ﬁnd the
original sources, i.e. s1 and s2 , and it should be noted that in (1), both of the
mixing matrix, A, and pure sources, S, are unknown.
Instead of somewhat complex BSS techniques, here we will show how NMF
can be used for separating the sources in linear mixtures [11].
The main idea behind NMF methods is to factorize a non-negative matrix
X as a product of two other non-negative matrices, A and S [11]. Sometimes,
these non-negativity constraints are only placed on matrices S and X as we will
do in this paper, too. Note that these non-negativity constraints are essential
in our case because we are trying to extract the original sources which are nonnegative pure images. A conventional approach to ﬁnd A and S is by minimizing
the diﬀerence between X and AS [12]
min J1 (S, A) = X − AS2F
S,A

subject to: sij and akl > 0, ∀i, j, k, l,

(2)

where in this cost function  · F denotes the Frobenius norm and sij and aij are
respectively the element of matrixes S and A in the ith row and the jth column.
The gradient descent techniques has been previously proposed for minimization
of this cost function [12] and we restate it here for convenience as follows
Ak+1 = Ak − μ∇A J1 (Sk , Ak )

and Sk+1 = Sk − μ∇S J1 (Sk , Ak ),

(3)

where k and μ are the index of iteration and ﬁxed step size, respectively, and
gradients of J1 with respect to S and A are
∇S J1 (S, A) = AT (AS − X)

and ∇A J1 (S, A) = (AS − X)ST ,

(4)

where T stands for transposition. Due to the subtraction operation used in each
iteration, the non-negative property of S and A cannot be guaranteed, and a
projection has to be introduced to project any negative elements back to nonnegative regions. This has be done in each iteration in this method by
Ak+1 = max(0, Ak+1 )

and Sk+1 = max(0, Sk+1 ),

(5)

Therefore, this algorithm is essentially a simple Projected Gradient (PG) method
[12]. Hence, we can summarize the application of the projected gradient based
NMF algorithm of [12] for removing show-through as:
– Initialize matrices A0 and S0 by positive random values;
– Consider a suitable value for step size, i.e. μ;
– For k = 0, 1, . . . until the convergence of the algorithm:
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• Calculate the gradients of cost function J1 presented in (4);
• Update matrices A and S using equation (3);
• Replace the negative elements of A and S by zero.
Figures 1(c) and 1(d) show the result of applying this NMF method to Figs. 1(a)
and 1(b) which belong to a manuscript degraded by show-through eﬀect. The
results illustrate the capability of NMF algorithms in removing show-through
and improving the readability of the document. However, a new degradation is
still visible in the results of this simulation. This degradation is associated with
linearly modeling of show-through and for better visibility of its eﬀect on the
outputs, an interesting region of one of the output images is magniﬁed which
is shown in Fig. 1(e). Here, it can be seen that in areas where two images
printed on sides of the paper have overlap with each other (shown by arrows),
recovered pixels are whiter than what they should be. This is because of the
fact that show-through is a nonlinear phenomenon as we have shown in our
previous paper experimentally either [6]. Using linear model for show-through
means that during the scanning process, all of the pixels of the backside image
will be added with their corresponding pixels in the front side image by the same
factor. Whereas in reality, this factor is diﬀerent for each pixel and depends on
the grayscale of the front side pixels; as the front side image becomes darker,
backside image is added to the front image with lower factor.
In the next section, we will change the cost function used in the NMF method
to compensate the degradation caused by linearly modeling of show-through.

3

Compensating the Degradation Caused by Using
Linear Model for Show-through

Figure 1(e) demonstrated the problem of using linear model for show-through.
We propose here that this degradation can be compensated by adding some
regularizing terms to the cost function of (2). These added terms should have
some properties such as:
– Where there is no overlap between the printed images on sides of the paper, the results obtained through the minimization of non-regularized cost
function, J1 , are ﬁne. So minimization of these added terms should have no
eﬀect on output results;
– Where there is overlap between the printed images on sides of the paper, the
results obtained through the minimization of non-regularized cost function,
J1 , are whiter than what they should be. Therefore, minimization of these
added terms should cause the recovered images to become darker in these
areas (see such areas that are shown by arrows in Fig. 1(e)).
Here, we will show that the following suggested regularized cost function has the
above mentioned properties (its reason will be explained after the calculation of
the gradients of this new cost fuction)




subject to: sij > 0, ∀i, j,
J2 (S, A) = X − AS2F + w1 s1 vT + w2 s2 vT
(6)
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

Fig. 1. Results of NMF method while assuming linear model for show-through. (a) and
(b) are recto and verso images having show-through (obtained from http://www.site.uottawa.ca/∼edubois/documents). (c) and (d) are recovered recto and verso images. Figure (e) shows that using linear model for show-through has some problems.

where w1 > 0 and w2 > 0 are regularization weight parameters and v is a
spatially varying weight vector whose ith element is deﬁned as
v(i) = exp(−

 2

x1 (i) + x22 (i)
)
2σ 2

for

i = 1, 2, . . . , nm,

(7)

where σ is a constant that determines the variance of the above 2-dimensional
Gaussian function and x1 (i) and x2 (i) are the ith element of vectors x1 and x2
respectively. It is clear that v(i) will have high value only if both of x1 (i) and
x2 (i) have small values.
Again, J2 (S, A) can be minimized by using a PG approach. Gradient of the
above cost function, i.e. J2 (S, A), with respect to A is the same as (4). Gradient
of this cost function with respect to S is
∇S J2 (S, A) = AT (AS − X) +




w1 v
.
w2 v

(8)
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(a) Recovered recto image.

(b) Recovered verso image.
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(c)

Fig. 2. Results obtained by using NMF method while assuming non-linear model for
show-through. Figure (c) conﬁrms that using non-linear mixing model for show-through
has improved the output results.

Therefore, updating matrices A and S in each iteration before projection can be
written as

Sk+1

Ak+1 = Ak − μ∇A J2 (Sk , Ak )


(9)



w v
= Sk − μ∇S J2 (Sk , Ak ) = Sk − μ (Ak )T Ak Sk − X − μ 1 .
w2 v

The reason that using cost function of (6) instead of (2) will compensate the
degradations cause by linearly modeling show-through becomes clear from this
equation and the deﬁnition of vector v. In equation (9), in those pixels of
scanned images where front and backside images are nearly black (i.e. x1 (i)
and x2 (i) have small values), the third term in right-hand side of this equation,

T
i.e. v(i) v(i) , will have a large value and therefore will decrease more s1 (i)
and s2 (i) in these kind of pixels (will cause them to become more black). However, if at least one of the front or backside scanned images be nearly white (have

T
2
2
high pixel value), e−α(x1 (i)+x2 (i)) and consequently v(i) v(i) will be small
and therefore the third term will have no eﬀect on s1 (i) and s2 (i). This means
that in those pixels where the writings of two sides of the paper overlap with
each other, recovered images will be darker compared to those images recovered
by using (3). But in those pixels where the writings of two sides of the paper do
not overlap with each other, recovered images will have no diﬀerence from those
obtained in previous section.
Figures 2(a) and 2(b) again show the result of applying the algorithm proposed in previous section to Figs. 1(a) and 1(b) but this time by using equation
(9) instead of equation (3) (note that in this case, the other steps such as initialization and projection are remained unchanged). Figure 2(c) shows the same
part previously shown in Fig. 1(e) for having a better comparison. As this image
indicates, degradation caused by using linear mixing model for show-through
(shown in Fig. 1(e) by arrows) has been removed considerably.
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(a) Scan of the front side of the paper.

(b) Scan of the back side of the paper.

(c) recovered front side image.

(d) recovered backside side image.

Fig. 3.
Show-through cancelation on actual scanned images. (a) and (b)
show the scanned input images applied to our method (obtained from
http://www.site.uottawa.ca/∼edubois/documents). Output images are shown in (c)
and (d) indicate that this scheme can remove show-through almost completely.

4

Experimental Results

In this section, we will demonstrate the advantages of the proposed algorithm by
performing an experiment on real scanned images. In the following simulation,
σ and μ are set to 22 and 10−6 respectively. A suitable value for w1 and w2
is 6 × 105 which is obtained by trial and error and this value is used in all of
the simulations performed in this paper. In the following experiments, we ran
our proposed algorithm in MATLAB 7.1 on a Windows Vista PC with Intel
2.10 GHz Core 2 Duo CPU and 3 GB RAM. The results of the simulation that
we performed by using the presented method are shown in Figs. 3(c) and 3(d).
The original registered images (Figs. 3(a) and 3(b)) are ancient document which
are degraded by show-through severely. Improvement in document readability is
obvious in Figs. 3(c) and 3(d). The size of the input images was 150 × 570. For
these particular input images, the algorithm converged after about 55 seconds.
Like BSS techniques, in NMF methods, separation is achieved up to some
indeterminacies: The order of the sources and their amplitudes remain unknown.
Scaling indeterminacy of sources is a drawback of our proposed method because
regularization parameters w1 and w2 depend on the amplitudes of sources s1
and s2 which are unknown. Fortunately after performing some experiments, we
recognized that in our case, amplitudes of the recovered sources converge to
approximately the same values for diﬀerent input images. We are not sure but
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maybe, this is because of the added regularizing terms or because the input
images are bounded between 0 and 255. As a result, it seems that ﬁx values can
be used for w1 and w2 .

5

Conclusion

In this paper, we used gradient based non-negative matrix factorization algorithm for removing show-through. By performing an experiment, we showed the
disadvantage of using linear mixing model for show-through and therefore, we
changed it into the nonlinear mixing model simply by modifying the cost function used in NMF method. Finally, we justiﬁed the eﬀectiveness of this new
method by performing an experiment on actual scanned images.
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